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Any teacher of mathematics who has ttied to teach his stu
dents techniques of solving problems cannot fail to have 
noticed that some students are much better problem solvers 
than others. Some students quickly learn how to go about 
solving problems 01 proving theorems (even if they do not 
always succeed in finding the solution or proof) and others 
seem unable to tackle problems where the solution cannot 
be found by rote, and unable to learn how to tackle such 
problems. Why are there these differences? Of comse, 
some students are smarter than others and some students 
have more mathematical ability than others. But let us as
sume for the moment that we have a class of students all of 
whom are of above average intelligence and who have 
above avemge mathematical ability Even in this group we 
will smely find that some students are better at solving 
problems than others. Some of the students seem to know 
effective problem solving rules and techniques - that I 
shall from now on call "hemistic" - and others don't 
Why are there these differences? 

Many mathematics teachers try to teach their students to 
be bettei problem solveis, believing that hem is tic can be 
taught Yet it is my obseivation, both as a teacher and a 
student, that a teacher is almost never able to improve a 
student's ability to solve problems Despite the best eff01ts 
of the teacher - even one who consciously tries to improve 
the problem solving abilities of his students- at the end of 
the comse the poor problem solvers are almost always still 
poor, even though they may have acquired some technical 
skills which they did not have at the beginning of the 
comse And the good problem solvers have probably not 
improved theii problem solving abilities either. 

Those who are concerned with teaching these students 
may seek an explanation of theii failure in order that they 
may find a way to improve theii teaching, or perhaps dis
cover that what they are attempting is, in fact, impossible 
Ibree hypotheses concerning, respectively, ru1es of hemis
tic, teachers of heuristic, and learners of heuristic, come 
immediately to mind I. Hemistic can be taught but the 
hemistic rules given in the text 01 impa~ted by the teachei 
are inadequate Those students who are good problem sol
vers are using other hemistic rules in addition 2 Heuristic 
can be taught, but even if the hemistic rules given in the text 
or impaited by the teacher are adequate, they are not taught 
in such a way that most students learn to apply them 3 . 
Hemistic cannot be taught Good problem solvers may be 
bom with the ability, 01 may teach it to themselves, but 
there is nothing we can do to enhance either 

The first section of this essay elaborates the difficulties 
one meets in ttying to solve the problem of whether hemis
tic can be taught The remaining sections discuss a new 
textbook which seems to teach hemistic - the philosophi
cal difficulties Iaised in the fiist section notwithstanding 

I Can hemistic be taught? Any attempt to answer this 
question immediately suggests a piior question, namely, by 
what standaid ought I to judge whether a student has been 
taught something, be it heuristic or anything else? By his 
ability to repeat what has been taught? By his ability to 
apply what he has been taught to familiar cases? By his 
ability to apply what he has been taught to mrfamiliai cases? 
By his ability to ciiticize what he has been taught? If, 
unhappily, a student fails (by whatever standard) to leain, 
does that mean that the teachei has failed to teach? If a 
student succeeds (by whatever standard), has he succeeded 
because of the teacher, or independently of the teacher, or in 
spite of the teachei, or what? 

Suppose that a student is taught (by whatever standaid) 
hemistic, and suppose that a student neveitheless fails to 
solve an unfarniliai problem Wherein lies the failure? The 
failure may be due to po01 lea~ning or poor teaching 01 
both. But when the subject taught is hemistic, there a~·e 
always other possible reasons for failure For example, are 
the hemistic rules that we a~·e teaching adequate? How can 
we tell if they are adequate? How can we tell, given a 
student's failure, whether the heuristic mles he applied are 
inadequate or whether the problem is just too hard for the 
student? This last is an especially difficult question to an
swer since heuristic rules never promise an automatic 01 

guaianteed solution. So they can nevei be refuted by failure 
to solve a problem when using them because they nevei 
promise to give the powei to solve all pmblems What they 
do promise is howevei hard to aiticulate and consequently it 
is a hard problem to detennine what counts as an adequate 
hemistic mle Until we solve the problem ofwhat counts as 
an adequate heudstic rule, we cannot tell whethei failure to 
solve a problem while using a heuristic rule is a comment on 
the adequacy of the hemistic rule, or on the abilities of the 
problem solver, 01 on the impossibility of teaching hemis
tic, or some combination of all three 

So we seem caught in a vicious circle. We need to have 
adequate (by some standaid) hemistic rules in order to de
termine whether or not these heuristic rules can be taught. 
But in ttying to deteimine whethei hemistic can be taught, 
we always come up against the possibility that failure is due 
to inadequate heuristic mles and not to the iinpossibility of 
teaching adequate ones. We can, of course, make a 
methodological decision to consider the mles adequate 
while we are testing whethei they can be taught This would 
break the vicious circle But failure to teach heuristic is so 
common and the cwrent state of hemistic so underdevel
oped, that the cure of the vicious circle seems worse than the 
condition since om· methodological assumption seems so 
obviously false In other words, although the vicious circle 
seems to paralyze us and keep us from answering our origi
nal question, it seems at the same time better to admit how 
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little is known about the standards met by an adequate 
hewistic 

So we find ourselves in the following situation: One way 
to determine if hemistic can be taught is to tty and teach it 
and see if students become better problem solvers But for 
such a test to tell us whether hemistic can be taught, the 
heUiistic mles which are taught must be adequate That is, 
they must be mles which if followed will make people 
better problem solvers How can we know if hemistic rules 
are adequate? Teach them to people and see if they become 
better problem solvers? Unfmtunately, this move assumes 
what we are ttying to test, namely that hemistic can be 
taught. Hence the vicious circle We can break the vicious 
circle by fiat, i e by declaring the heUiistic mles adequate, 
at least for the pUiposes of testing But this move seems a 
poor one since we have good reason to suspect that oUI 
hemistic rules are not adequate. So we are stuck. 

Suppose we tty to break the vicious circle as follows: 
Declare as adequate those heUiistic mles which good prob
lem solvers follow. Then see if teaching these rules makes 
people better problem solvers Discovering the heUiistic 
mles which good problem solvers use is the sttategy which 
both Polya and Lakatos follow in their classic works on 
heUiistic [ 1] This sttategy has prompted fascinating histori
cal studies of how mathematics grows and such historical 
studies strongly suggest that a greater knowledge of heUiis
tic technique will improve OUI ability to solve problems Yet 
as a strategy for determining whether heUiistic can be 
taught, declaring as adequate the heUiistic mles used by 
good problem solvers is of limited value Admittedly, it has 
the advantage that it gives some reason other than 
methodological convenience for considering these hewistic 
mles adequate Yet the heUiistic mles used by good problem 
solvers have been so little studied [2] that to declare these 
mles adequate and use the declaration to decide whether we 
can teach hemistic seems worse than just admitting our 
ignorance on both counts 

Given this situation, then, it seems that we can move if 
we ar·e able to develop standards for what counts as an 
adequate heUiistic which are independent of the question of 
whether we can teach an adequate heUiistic. But the prob
lem of standards for an adequate heUiistic also tmns out to 
be difficult. For example, although it was stated above that 
hewistic rules are not automatic and do not guarantee solu
tions to problems, this statement is more correctly a descrip
tion of the heutistic rules we have rather than a known 
limitation on hemistic rules that may be discovered in the 
future That is, we do not know whether we may, in fact, be 
able to find heUiistic mles which are total algorithms for 
discovery It is an open question whether total algmithms 
for discovery could exist, although cUirent opinion (in 
which I share) is against the possibility. Yet only a centmy 
ago people believed that a total discovery algorithm was 
possible and that it, in fact, existed in the shape of scientific 
induction[3] 

The problem is even more acute than this. Even if we 
found a completely successful algmithm for discovery, it 
would have to fit with OUI themies of whether we can have 
knowledge, and if so, how .. For example, if we believe that 
all knowledge comes from scientific induction, then a non-
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inductive algmithm could not be a proper total algorithm, 
regardless of its success If, on the other hand, we do not 
know whether anything can be known fm sure, we have no 
way of judging whether an algorithm is a total algmithm 01 

not There is an essential vagueness to the situation since 
our standards for a successful heuristic depend on our 
themies of knowledge, and OUI themies of knowledge ar·e 
completely conjectural This fact resolves some of our dif
ficulries while enhancing others It resolves the difficulty 
that we have no independent standard fm a total algmithm 
while it makes more pressing the fact that even for partial 
algorithms we cannot escape from a certain looseness or 
vagueness [ 4] 

If a heUiistic mle needn't be a total algmithm, then how 
much better a problem solver must it make us to count as 
adequate? This question too leads to difficult problems For, 
it seems that if we can specify how much better a problem 
solver a given heutistic rule will make us, or even that it 
will make at least one person a better pwblem solver at least 
once then it seems that OUI partial algorithm is in fact, a 
total algorithm under certain circumstances, contrary to our 
assumption. That is, setting any specific standard seems to 
demand that all adequate heUiistic rules be total algmithms 
fm discovery - at least under specific conditions. But if 
total algorithms for discovery are not possible (this is oUI 
cUirent assumption) then this standard is unsatisfactory 
Suppose then that we do not require that in order to be 
adequate a heutistic rule must make at least one person at 
one particular time a better problem solver Unfortunately 
this seems unsatisfactory, too, at least in the absence of any 
other standard, since we are interested in those methods and 
techniques which will in fact make people better problem 
solvers 

What then should be the standards of adequacy fm an 
heuristic rule? Since we have counter-intuitively (and 
perhaps mistakenly) haired the obvious standard, how then 
can we move? One way is to divorce our ability to solve 
problems from OUI ability to find solutions to problems. 
This sounds strange, even sophistic What is meant is that 
OUI knowledge of and intelligent use of heUiistic techniques 
may be somewhat independent of oUI ability to find the 
solutions to the problems we need to solve This is, of 
course, to some extent unsatisfactory since it begs the ques
tion of standards for heuristic; yet it - in my opinion 
rightly- reminds us that although luck favors the prepar·ed 
mind, she can be capricious In other words, while we don't 
want to define the ability to solve problems pmely as the 
ability to use known heUiistic rules (since the known heUiis
tic rules may not be adequate), at the same time we don't 
want to define it purely as success in finding solutions 
(since a person may be lucky without using heUiistic) 

Finally - and finally here means only that this is the 
extent of the authm's knowledge of the difficulties and not 
necessarily the extent of the difficulties themselves - we 
may ask whether an adequate heuristic rule must contain an 
explanation (implicit or explicit) of how it improves OUI 
ability (by any standard) to solve problems, or is the mle 
adequate without such an explanation? 

If all of this leaves the reader with spinning head, then the 
author has succeeded in her task of showing both the depth 



and complexity of the difficulties which compiise the prob
lem of teaching hemistic and at the same time the simple
ness and intuitiveness of the idea - admittedly very dif' 
ficult to articulate- that hemistic can be taught 

II How then to approach these problems? I propose be
ginning in the middle by discussing the heuristic effective
ness of a new method for teaching the calculus, using in
finitesimals, as presented in a new book, Infinitesimal cal
culUI by James A. Henle and Eugene M. Kleinberg.[5] 

We want to know whether hemistic can be taught and if 
so, how We are blocked in solving this problem because of 
the seeming mutual dependence of the leachability of 
hemistic and the adequacy of hemistic. The book I want to 
discuss claims to teach a better method for solving the 
theoretical problems of the calculus than its predecessors 
That is, this new book claims to be hemistically better than 
its predecessors This book may have found at least a partial 
solution to a problem which we could not solve, namely, 
how to teach heuristic, fOr it claims to succeed in teaching a 
better technique for solving problems in a specific ar·ea 
Therefore if we investigate this book's claims we may (1) 
discover the answer to om question; (2) develop om stan
dards of what it means to teach hemistic; (3) decide whether 
better problem solving methods in a specific area improve 
om overall ability to solve problems; ( 4) decide whether the 
book lives up to its claims and use this decision to develop 
our standards for heuristic; or (5) some combination of the 
above In other words, we can attack om problem fiom the 
middle and by doing so, develop om standards for teaching 
hemistic and om standards for determining the adequacy of 
hemistic and thus perhaps come somewhat closer to a solu
tion to om problem 

Infinitesimal (.a/culus is an ambitious book. It seeks not 
only to teach the techniques of the calculus (e.g differentia
tion, integration, etc.) and the impmtant theorems and 
proofs of the calculus, but also to give students an apprecia
tion both of the hemistic power of infinitesimals and of 
more general hemistic methods by showing how they are 
used to solve the theoretical problems of the calculus 

Infinitesimal calculus teaches the techniques of the cal
culus and the important theorems and proofs of the calculus 
by using a version of the method of infinitesimals. As is 
well known, infinitesimals- though simple and intuitive, 
and never giving a wrong answer in the calculus - were 
abandoned in the eighteenth century as a foundation of the 
calculus. They were abandoned because of the criticisms of 
Bishop Berkeley, which seemed to show their use to be 
based on an errm in logic- essentially, changing the mean
ing of a term in the course of a deduction Berkeley argued 
that when using infinitesimals to compute, say, a derivative, 
one first assumes that the infmitesimals are non-zero incre
ments given to the variables, and then that they ar·e zero and 
hence can be taken away 

For example, the slope of the tangent to the curve y = x2 

at the point x = 1 would have been computed as follows: the 
ratio [ ( 1 + h 2) - 12]/h is an approximation to the true slope 
of the cmve, where h is an infinitesimal, i e. not zero, but 
smaller than any real number . [ ( 1 + h )2 - 12]/h can be 
reduced to (2h + h2)/h, and then reduced still further to 2 + 

h Now since h is smaller than any real number, it can be 
considered to be zero and thus dropped. So the slope of the 
tangent to the cmve y = x2 atx = 1 is 2 Note that if hwere 
zero all the way through the deduction we could not divide 
by it, but if it were non-zero throughout the deduction we 
could not drop it at the end of the deduction Thus we have 
not only changed the mearting of h during the course of the 
deduction (which is, of course, an enor in logic) but doing 
so seems necessary in order to get the cmrect results The 
cmrect results come said Berkeley, from a compensation of 
eHors Berkeley's criticisms of the use of infinitesimals 
were universally accepted and other ways of developing the 
calculus were sought In the mid-nineteenth century 
Weiersttass developed a finitistic technique which could 
serve as the basis of the calculus That is, he found a way to 
derive all the results of the calculus using only finite, non
zero quantities, whose values never need to change to zero 
in order to take away the increments added to the variables 
This technique is called the epsilon-delta method The 
epsilon-delta method is universally accepted as a coHect 
basis for the calculus. The epsilon-delta method is, 
regrettably, complex and noninmitive and lamentably dif
ficult to teach 

For example, to compute the slope of the tangent to the 
cmve y = x2 at the point x = 1, we must first define the 
slope as the limit as h goes to zero of [(I + h )2 - 1']/h , then 
we must guess that this limit is 2, and finally we must show 
that 2 actually is the limit of [(I + h )2 - 1']/h as h goes to 
zero. We do this by showin~ that for all real e>O there is a 
real o>O such that if 0< I h 1 <o then I [(I + h )2 

- 12]/h -
21 < E. To show this we must guess 0. In fact 0 = E 

works. For, if 0< lh I <e then 1[(1 +h)'- 1]/h - 21 = 12 + 
h-2l=lhl<e 

Thus we have shown that we can make [(1 + h)2 -1 2]/h 
as close to 2 as we like (i.e within E of 2, but not equal to 
2) by choosing the right bound for I h I once E is chosen 
Notice that in the epsilon-delta method, we must guess both 
the limit of the slope of the tangent and the right delta for a 
given epsilon, whereas in the proof using infinitesimals the 
limit was, so to speak, produced by the method of infinites
imals itself and no guessing was needed. 

Thus compar·ed to the proof using infinitesimals, the use 
of epsilons and deltas is both complex and unintuitive One 
source of the complexity and non-intuitiveness of epsilon
delta proofs is their indirectness That is, although delta 
depends on epsilon, there is no algorithm for determining 
delta, given epsilon Rather, the way in which delta depends 
on epsilon is ad hoc in each instance and must be discovered 
or guessed for each proof. The need to discover the way in 
which delta depends on epsilon makes epsilon-delta proof 
notoriously difficult to teach Students usually do not un
derstand why delta depends on epsilon at all, and if they 
understand that, they usually do not understand why delta 
must be guessed, i.e. why there is no formula for delta In 
epsilon-delta proofs we ar·e expected to work on two levels 
at once - the concrete level of the mechanics of the proof 
(i e finding delta) and the more absttact level where we 
specify the conditions which delta must meet (i .. e it must be 
a delta such that . .) We are poorly prepared to combine 
these levels, perhaps because guessing delta with an end in 
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view seems neither quite rational (because guessing is not 
rational) nor quite fair (because if one is to guess, then only 
blind guessing is fair) 

Teachers of calculus and texthooks of calculus, therefore, 
face the following problem: Infiuitesimals are simple, intui
tive, easy to teach, and their use never gives the wrong 
answer Regrettably, their use also seems to require the use 
of fallacious reasoning, as Bishop Berkeley pointed out 
The epsilon-delta method on the other hand is completely 
correct from the point of view of correct reasoning, but 
woefully difficult to teach Teachers and textbooks of cal
culus are faced with a Hobson's choice of being either cor
rect and rigorous but failing usually to teach the student to 
comprehend the reason for the correctness, or of being sim
ple and intuitive but using a method which is suspect. 
Hardy's Pure mathematics is an example of the first; 
Raymond F. Coughlin's excellent Applied calculus is an 
example of the second 

Ideally, what we would like is a method of developing 
and teaching the calculus which is both simple and intuitive 
and at the same time consistent and rigorous Infinite_~imal 
calculus offers us this by re-introducing infinitesimals into 
mathematics in a way which does not commit errors in 
logic It is based on the recent discoveries of Abraham 
Robinson in logic - in patticular his method of non
standard analysis, which will be discussed at length later 
Infinitesimal calculus succeeds in presenting the techni
ques, important theorems, and proofs of the calculus simply 
and intuitively, and at the same time, consistently and 
rigorously .. Infinitesimal calculus is, in my opinion, much 
better than the usual calculus text 

In addition to teaching the techniques and theorems of the 
calculus, lnfinite~imal calculus seeks to teach general 
hemistic methods by presenting students with problems in 
the theory of calculus These at·e stated explicitly as ques
tions, possible answers ate discussed (usually very briefly 
in the main text and at greater length in the notes) and then 
infinitesimal analysis is used to develop the answers 
Frequently, in the notes, alternative methods for answering 
the theoretical problems are given 

One example of its superiority in this respect is its discus
sion of uniform continuity. The authors explicitly state that 
we intuitively expect a sequence of continuous functions to 
converge to a continuous Iituit They then show that this is 
not the case and raise the question: should we change our 
definition of continuity so that a sequence of continuous 
functions does converge to a continuous limit, or should we 
leave our· definition of continuity alone and stop expecting a 
sequence of continuous fUnctions to converge to a continu
ous limit? They explain that the first option involves 
Cauchy's stronger definition of uniform continuity (un
ifonnly continuous functions converge to a continuous 
limit); the second, Lesbegue's weaker definition of measm
able functions (continuous functions converge to a measur·
able limit) 

Another aim of Infinitesimal calculw is to demonstrate 
the heuristic power of infinitesimals, that is, to show that 
infinitesimals are in tact simpler and more intuitive than 
epsilon-delta analysis Infinitesimal cahulu; clearly suc
ceeds in this aim. For example, to compute the slope of the 
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tangent to the curve y = x2 at x = 1 using the new method of 
infinitesimals, we let h equal an infinitesimal, i.e a number 
which is not zero but which is smaller than any real number. 
Then we atgue as we did in the proof which Berkeley criti
cized that the slope of the tangent will be 2 + h So fat there 
is no error in logic. Now we say: We want the slope of the 
tangent to be a real number But 2 + h is not a real number 
since h is infinitesimal The real number which is closest to 
2 + h is 2 So 2 is the slope of the tangent because 2 is the 
real number closest to 2 + h Notice that in this new method 
of infiuitesimals, we do not let h become zero .. Rather we 
change number systems: we compute the slope of the 
tangent by using infinitesimals but we interpret our answer 
in the real numbers. By operating first in one number sys
tem and then in another, we commit no euor in logic 

This process of changing from one number system to 
another seems simple and intuitive The ease with which we 
can now prove previously difficult results raises a puzzling 
question: Why are infinitesimals simpler and more intuitive 
than epsilon-deltas? 

The simplicity of the method of infinitesimals derives 
hom a very sophisticated use of symbolic logic Explicit
ness concerning mathematics and silence concerning logic 
is the norm with mathematics texts and can be quite appro
priate since questions of logic are usually concerned with 
the foundations of mathematics, i.e. with its justification In 
a mathematics text, the business at hand is not the justifica
tion of the mathematics being taught but the mathematics 
itself. However, in Infinitesimal calculu~, logic is part of 
the business at hand, since the heuristic superiority of in
finitesimals is patt of the business at hand Thus, although 
Infinite~imal calculus is excellent as a calculus text, and 
excellent at showing the general method of growth in 
mathematics through the discussion of alternative solutions 
to theoretical problems, on the point where Infinite lima! 
calculus should be most interesting, original, and explicit, 
namely why infinitesimals are simpler and more intuitive 
than epsilon-deltas, it is regrettably silent For so promising 
a book, this is a great disappointment 

The remainder of this review will be concerned, then, 
with questions concerning the heuristic superiority of in
finitesimals I shall first state briefly the sort of questions 
which need to be answered in order to explain why infiuite
simals are heuristically superior Then I shall discuss the 
points in this summary at greater length, by analysing a 
proof from Infinitesimal calculus as an illustration of my 
criticisms 

III Before beginning the critical pat! of this essay, I wish 
to put my criticisms into perspective Reviewing 
Infinitesimal calculus has been a source of great intellectual 
satisfaction to me, for it is a book which speaks on many 
levels: mathematical, historical, hemistic, logical It is also, 
obviously, a landmark in mathematics textbooks On the 
mathematical and heuristic levels, it is excellent And al
though, I have many complaints to make against it on the 
logical level, and a few on the historical level, in formulat
ing my complaints I have learned an enormous amount both 
about logic and about the history of mathematics In fact, 
the value oflnfinitesimal calculus is perhaps best shown by 



the fact that it merits lengthy and detailed criticism 
The following are, briefly, my main criticism. (I) The 

concepts of metalanguage and object language are never 
explained, though their use in the book is crucial (2) The 
question of whether the real numbers and the hyperreal 
numbers are structures, or languages, m both, is never ade
quately discussed, although again their appearance, some
times as structures and sometimes as languages, is crucial to 
the book (3) Infinite5imal calculus uses up to six different 
languages in a proof - or is it one metalanguage which 
contains two, or possibly four, object languages? In any 
case, the question of a mixture of languages is not discus
sed, although it is centtal to the book. ( 4) A knowledge of 
the properties of the reals and the ability to ttanslate these 
properties into first order predicate calculus is assumed, but 
the question of how one might come to have such knowl
edge is not discussed . 

The authors assume that the reader's intuition about logic 
will cope with these complexities, either by filling with his 
own reasoning the gaps in logic left by the authors, by 
jumping the gaps - i e. going on with the book even 
though he cannot fill the gaps- or by not noticing the gaps 
and thus not being stopped by them. The authors provide a 
number of exercises designed to teach the reader how to 
operate in logic, and much help in working these exercises 
- i.e heuristic designed to give the reader a feeling for 
logic If the reader sees the gaps, his experience with the 
logical exercises will give him confidence that he could fill 
the gaps if he chose to, just as he is able to do with the 
mathematical exercises If he does not notice the gaps, he 
can operate anyway since he has had the experience of 
doing the exercises This seems to be the authors' attitude 
towards the reader's lack of knowledge of logic It is an 
instance of the standard attitude of textbook writers towards 
gaps, especially gaps in the logical argument - that the 
reader will catch up 

Is such an attitude correct? Will the reader catch up? This 
is an empiiical question and we will return to it 

Meanwhile, let us point out that an attitude of "The 
reader will catch up" begs many of the questions concern
ing the ability to solve problems, and the ability to teach 
people how to solve problems, that we raised in Part I. 
Since heuristic is not the main matter at hand in the standard 
mathematics textbook, begging such questions is permissi
ble But Infinitesimal calculu; aims to develop the reader's 
intuition by showing the heuristic stt·ength of infinitesimals, 
so heuristic is part of the business in hand and it does not 
seem right that the book should adopt a casual attitude at 
crucial points 

The authors also uncharacteristically miss the opportunity 
to explain how Abraham Robinson overcame a barrier to 
enable him to intt'Oduce the inf'mitesimals into the reals The 
battier, which we have referred to before, is that before 
Robinson no one knew how to use infmitesimals to get 
results in the calculus without committing logical errors. 
Robinson's method of avoiding the logical errors is hinted 
at by the authors, but never really explained . Suppose that 
we have a set of sentences, and suppose that we have two 
different ways of reading or interpreting these sentences, 
one using the real numbers and the other using the hyperreal 

numbers (i e, the real numbers together with the infinitesi
mals). How do we make these interpretations? We interpret 
a sentence in first order predicate calculus by assigning a 
real number to each constant, assigning a property of the 
real numbers to each one place predicate, and assigning a 
relation between real numbers to each 2-, 3-, etc , place 
predicate Since any sentence in first order predicate cal
culus contains only constants, predicates and relations, we 
can read it as a statement about real numbers by recalling 
the assignments we have made In the same kind of way we 
can read a sentence as a statement about the hyperreal num
bers. 

We may think of the (uninterpreted) sentences as the 
language and the interpretations as sttuctures which give the 
language meaning .. But Robinson points out (taking the cue 
from Henkin) that we can see the interpretations as lan
guages too For ihe sentences interpreted as sentences de
scribing real numbers can also be seen as a set of sentences 
whose individual constants are the names of real numbers, 
whose predicates are the names of properties of real num
bers, and so on 

In Infinitesimal calculus first order predicate calculus in
terpreted in terms of real numbers is called the language L 
L can then be thought of as a language describing all the 
properties of the real numbers which it can describe As om 
authors point out, I is very limited and there are many 
properties of the real numbers which it cannot describe. For 
example, while it is ttue that' 'for all nonempty sets of (real) 
numbers B, if B has an upper bound, then B has a least 
upper bound", this fact about the real numbers cannot be 
expressed in first order predicate calculus, and hence cannot 
be described inL. ("We can quantify numben inL, but not 
sets of numbers '' page 22) In this book first order predicate 
calculus interpreted in terms of hyperreal numbers is called 
L* 

Now we are ready to tackle the problem of how to intt'O
duce the infinitesimals into the reals without committing an 
error in logic .. We recall that in the arguments that Berkeley 
criticized, an infinitesimal is first used as if its value is 
non-zero and then later as if its value is zero Robinson 
noticed that a sentence like "The slope of the tangent is 
2+h" can be read in two different ways: as a statement 
about real numbers, where h is read as zero, and as a state
ment about hyperreals, where h is read as a non-zero in
finitesimal Both readings are valid, and no logical error has 
been committed 

And there is more Since L. and L* are both languages, we 
can construct proofs in both L and L * And furthermore, we 
can prove sentences in L which can then be read in L * and 
also sentences in L * which can be read in L Is it possible 
that if we prove a sentence in I * that it is also proved in I ? 
Robinson's answer is yes, so long as we put certain condi
tions on L *. The crucial condition, according to Robinson, 
is that any sentence true in L must be true in L *, and vice
versa. 

When we began this explanation we started with a lan
guage and two interpretations At that point we put no re
strictions on the type of interpretations we might use, so we 
could have chosen two interpretations for which there were 
sentences true in one interpretation which were false in the 
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other For example, the sentence "there is ay such thaty2 = 
2" is true in the reals but false in the rationals The condition 
which Robinson places on the interpretations - that every 
sentence true in L must also be true in L * and vice-versa ~ 
enables us to prove things in one language and then transfer 
the result of the proof to the other language So provided we 
anange that every sentence in first order predicate calculus 
which is true for the reals is also true for the hyperreals, and 
vice-versa (and the hyperreals can be defined in such a way 
that this happens), then if we deduce, say, the slope of the 
tangent toy =x 2 at x = 2 in L*, the result can be transferred 
to L and will give us a true statement about real numbers. 

But have we constructed a proof? How do we know that a 
proof constructed in one language still holds when we 
change the interpretation? For if we read each line of the 
proof in the other interpretation, although each line will be 
true, its meaning may be such that it is not a logical conse
quence of the preceding lines and the sequence of state
ments cannot then be said to form a proof. 

Our authors do not really explain fhis difficulty, although 
they give a hint of an explanation (page 31). The explana
tion rests on the fact that the only statements which are true 
in both L and I * are those which do not name any of the 
hyperreals That is, a sentence may be true in both lan
guages if it contains vwiables which may be read as reals 
in L or as hyperreals in L *, but if the sentence names a 
hyperreal it cannot be true in L since L contains no indi
vidual constants which correspond to hyperreals. The force 
of this tact will become clearer when we analyse a proof in 
the next section 

IV In this section I shall illustrate some of the points I 
have been making aboutlnfinitesimal calculus by consider
ing one of the proofs as an example The theorem is that a 
continuous function on a closed interval is bounded Om 
authors give the following proof: 

PROOF: We would like the sentence 

(•) l h 'I x(a $ x $ b ~ -h < f(x) <h) 

to be true in the real numbers, and our method simply 
will be to show it true in the hyperreals .. It is easy, 
however, to see that ( •) is true in lR for if h is any 
infinite (positive) hyperreal then 

'I x(a $ x $ b ~ -h < f(x) < h) 

This is because given any x in [a, b], @ must be in 
[a, b], and so the continuity off tells us that f(x) "' 

f([K;). However, j(@) is a real number (hence finite) 
and so f(x) is finite. Ash is infinite, -h < f(x) < h 

So l h 'I x(a $ x $ b ~ -h < f(x) < h) is true in 
the hyperreals (taking h to be any positive infinite)
it must thus also be true in the reals D 

(Note In the above proof, we assume that infinitesimals are 
smaller than all positive real numbers or larger than all 
negative real numbers, but not zero, and that infinite num
bers, such ash in the proof, are larger than any positive real 
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number or smaller than any negative real number Both 
infinitesimals and infinite numbers are in the hypeueal 
number system. 

This proof, like all the others in the book, is compact and 
simple It is a remarkable fact that even knowing almost 
nothing about the hyperreals, one can at the very least fol
low the proof the first time through. This in itself is a great 
feat of clarity on the part of the authors Yet there is more 
The theorem which I have chosen for my example is moder
ately hard to prove using traditional epsilon-delta methods, 
yet using infinitesimals it seems easy. This ease in one 
system and difficulty in another raises a question which the 
authors do not answer. Given that the language L of the 
reals and the language L * of the hyperreals are formally the 
same, why is the proof easy in I* but hard in I? 

But this formulation of the question can be dismissed by 
our authors, and rightly, for the proof is not in L* in 
Infinitesimal calculus nor is it in L in traditional calculus 
books We can improve the question by intruducing the 
concepts of metalanguage and object language. An object 
language is a primary or basic language (L and I * are 
object languages in our discussion here.) A metalanguage is 
a language in which one can talk about an object language 
(English may be either an object language or a metalan
guage, and so may other logical languages ) Our authors do 
not introduce these concepts, perhaps because they feel that 
students will switch naturally between object and metalan
guage, using each when appropriate, and that to explain 
something which will be done naturally is superfluous Yet 
not to make this distinction seems to obscure the possibility 
of explaining the heuristic superiority of Robinson's method 
of introducing infinitesimals into the reals 

Although the authors do not discuss the difference be
tween object language and metalanguage, they do hint at the 
difference They point out that I (the first order predicate 
calculus with individual constants '' r '' for each real number 
r) is limited and neither sufficient nor appropriate for more 
general use They ask readers to notice that the book is not 
written inL (page 25). We may ask, then, in what language 
is the book written? In what language is the proof just 
quoted wtitten? 

One is tempted to say: English, of course But let us be 
simple-minded for a moment here If the proof is in En
glish, then it would seem to follow that(*) is a sentence in 
English Yet it is not Although surrounded by a sentence in 
English, (*) is a sentence in L Thus we may say, perhaps, 
in answer to the question about the language of the proof, 
that it is a metalanguage (in this case English) expanded to 
permit mention of sentences in L . 

But the sentence in the seventh line of the proof is not an 
English sentence nor does it seem to be in L since it refers to 
infinite positive hyperreals and L cannot say anything about 
hyperreals. It seems, then, that it is in L* In fact, 
paradoxically, it is in both I and I* (so is(*)), and we will 
return to fhis point shortly. Meanwhile we shall note here 
that the language of the proof 
~is a metalanguage which allows mention of sen

tences of L and I* (i.e. first order predicate calculus 
with individual variables h which refer to real numbers 
inLand hyperreal numbers inL *) 



-in which we can express facts about the mathemati
cal sttucture of the real numbers and the mathematical 
sliucture of the hyperreal numbers 

-in which we can describe the properties of the 
mathematical sttucture of the reals and mention them 
inL 

-in which we can describe the properties of the 
mathematical sttucture of the hypeneals and mention 
theminL* 

-consider which sentences are tme in both L and L * 
-choose whether we wish any of these sentences to be 

considered as belonging to L or to L * 
Now that we have described the metalanguage in which the 
proof is written, we can improve ow· question about the 
reason why Robinson's method is easier than the traditional 
one Why is it easier to prove (*) by considering whether it 
is true of the hypeneals than by considering directly 
whether it is ttue of the reals? 

I do not myself know the answer to this question, yet the 
following fact about the proof quoted above (which is ttue 
of all the proofs in Infinitesimal calculus) seems significant: 
Although we consider (*) as a sentence in L *, the proof that 
(*) is ttue seems to take place in the metalanguage, and not 
in L* If the proof does, in fact, take place in the metalan
guage and not in L *, is this only a convenience or is it a 
restriction on L *? If it is a restriction on L *, why then do we 
need l *at all fm the proof? Why would we not use English 
only and fmget about the logical complexities o!L and l *?I 
ask these questions not because I think that we can dispense 
with l and L* but rather to point out that om authors do not 
explain why they are needed 

Perhaps such an explanation would be thought by the 
authors to be poor heuristic, i .. e perhaps they believe that 
there should be a lintit to the complexity of the explanations 
given to beginning students of calculus in order not to 
overwhelm them from the start Yet for at least one ad
vanced beginner- myself- this lack of explanation made 
the book hard to understand at times and hard to follow 
Even for real beginners, more explanation might have been 
better hemistic in a book which is otherwise so scrupulous 
in these matters 

An easy argument seems to show that the proof takes 
place in the metalanguage and cannot be lianslated into L* 
For suppose it could, then we would be able to express in L * 
the (ttue) fact that there is a number which is not real (an 
infinitesimal, for example) But by definition of the hyper
reals, all sentences true in I* are also true in I But when 
interpreted as a statement about real numbers, .. There is a 
number which is not real" is false So it seems that we 
cannot express in I* the fact that a number is a hyperreal; 01 

in L for that matter. 
So the use of the metalanguage is essential for proofs 

using Robinson's method More precisely, the inferences 
required fm proofs can only be made in the metalanguage 
and not in the object language Yet the authors of this book 
talk about whether a sentence is ttue in the hyperreals and 
express the sentence they would like to prove in L * But if 
the sentence cannot be proved in L *, what is gained? Again, 
I do not know the answer However, it seems significant 
that the authms alternate between tt·eating the reals and 

hyperreals as languages and as sttuctures 
The authors first present mathematical sttuctures - the 

real numbers and some simpler ones - and the languages 
with which some of the properties of the sttuctures can be 
described as if they were separate entities. Then (on page 
22) they equate "structure" with "context"; for, as they 
say, ''the ttuth of a statement depends on the context'', i e 
on the sttucture being considered So far so good Then on 
page 23 they say, "Om languages themselves can be 
formed into sliuctures " By "sttucttu-e'' here they do not 
seem to mean the intuitive concept of structure they have 
been using to that point, but a technical concept, in which a 
sttucture is not an entity but a language This shift of mean
ing is not explained, and is presented as if it were no shift 
at all 

What is the nature of "context"? We understand a word 
or phrase or sentence when we know its context .. For exam
ple, we understand "Time flies like an arrow" when we 
know the situation to which it refers . Sometimes this con
text is given by other sentences which may appear before, 
and sometimes after, the statement in question. These sen
tences are also sometimes called the ''context'' Is it the 
sentences, or the meanings of the sentences, which form the 
context? Our authms start by distinguishing the two pos
sibilities and then identify them through the use of the term 
''structure'' 

Suppose a sttucture (in the intuitive sense) has a property 
which cannot be described in a particular language. This 
property is then not a part of the sttucttu·e in the technical 
sense Can this technical sense of structure lead us to a new 
intuitive idea of the entity we have been considering? On 
the one hand the answer seems to be yes, since we may now 
be able to imagine the structtu·e without the unexpressible 
property. On the other hand the answer seems to be no, 
because the putative new structure comes only from paucity 
of language and not from a changed entity 

In what sense can the real numbers have a property which 
is not expressible in L ? One example om authors cite is the 
completeness axiom, i e that every non-empty bounded set 
of real numbers has a least upper bound And they point out 
(rightly) that the property cannot be expressed in L But 
then what? Are we meant to think of the reals in our old 
intuitive way (e g with the axioms of completeness) but use 
only L in our development of the calculus? Or ar·e we sup
posed to imagine a new stmcture (in the technical sense) 
also called the reals but having only the properties expressi
ble inL? If so, is there more than one such structure for L? It 
seems that there must be, given the manner in which the 
hyperreals are constructed, yet our authors do not comment 
on this 

To conclude this discussion of questions which OUI au
thors do not answer, I shall raise again the question of why 
proof in the hyperreals is easy and proof in the reals hard in 
another form Why is the intuitive picture of the hyperreals 
easy and the rigorous picture of the hyperreals difficult? In 
Chapter 4 our authors develop our intuitions of the hyperre
als using the following intuitive definitions of infinitesimal 
and infinite number: The absolute value of an infinitesimal 
is ~maller than any real number but not zero, the absolute 
value of an injlnite number i _s greater than any real number 
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With these intuitive working definitions, our authors show 
us that, fm example, each real number "is smwunded by a 
cloud of non-standard numbeiS 'immitely close' to it". (A 
non-standard number might be r + h where r is a real 
number and h is infinitesimal ) In addition to the infinitesi
mals the hyperreals contain infinite numbers, which are the 
recipwcals of the infinitesimals. So the hyperreal line is 
both denser and "longer" than the real line. Hyperreal 
numbers have the calculational properties of the real num
bers i.e .. they can be added, subtracted, and so on, just like 
the real numbers 

Chapter 4 is easy to follow and intuitively appealing By 
contrast, in Chapter 3, which according to our authors is 
skippable, we are presented with a different and much less 
intuitive picture of the hyperreals Here the hyperreals are 
presented, il !a Weierstrass, as sequences of real numbers 
For example, a number r in the reals is the sequence 
r, r, r, .. in the hyperreals. The sequence I , Y.!, \>5, \1.\ .. is 
an infinitesimal hyperreal because it is not zero, i e not 
0,0,0, , but at the same time is smaller than any positive 
real number, i e smaller than r,r,r, . Likewise, 
1,2,3,4, is an infinite hyperreal because it is larger than 
any real number 

In Chapter 4 and onward all sentences true in L are uue in 
L *, so the properties of the reals expressible in L are also 
properties of the hyperreals and vice-versa. But in Chapter 
3, the authors prove some of the properties of the hyperreals 
directly, that is, by considering the properties of sequences 
of real numbers. To do this, they introduce the idea of 
"quasi-big" sets, a species of infinite set. Two hypeiTeals,j 
and k, are equal if and only if the set of all n such that the 
nth terms of the sequences j and k (J(n) andk(n)) are equal is 
quasi-big Any relation R is liue of some hyperreal j if and 
only if the set of all n fm which R(J(n)) is liue is quasi-big. 
For example, to prove thatj + k = k + j where; and k are 
hyperreals, we define addition of hyperreals as addition 
term by term of the sequences j and k Since j(n) + k(n) = 
k(n) + J(n) is liue fm all n, since the reals are commutative, 
the set of n is quasi-big, and so; + k = k + j 

At the end of Chapter 3 om authors prove that a sentence 
in L is liue in the reals if and only if it is tme in the 
hyperreals .. Using this result we can recast our proof of 
commutativity in the hypeiTeals Now we can argue that ifj 
and k are hyperreals, j + k = k + j is true for the hypeneals 
because (I) it is a sentence inL (as well asL*) and (2) it is 
liue in the reals, so (3) it is tme in the hyperreals The first 
proof of commutativity was not really hard, but this second 
proof is, by contrast, very easy 

Another example Suppose we wish to prove that for 
hyperreals j and k, j < k ~ j 'f k (This example is an 
exercise from lrifinitesimal calculus (page 29).) We can 
prove this directly for the hyperreals as follows: Assume 
that the setA of all n such thatj(n) < k(n) is quasi-big We 
wish to show that the setB of all n such thatj(n) t k(n) is 
quasi-big If we can show that A is a subset of B, then B is 
quasi-big, by the properties of quasi-big-ness To show that 
A is a subset of B, if n belongs to A, thenj(n) < k(n ); but 
j(n) i= k(n) since j(n) and k(n) ar·e real numbers So n be
longstoB.SoAisasubsetofB QED. 

If, instead of proving this result about the hyperreals 
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directly, we assume that a sentence in L which is tme in the 
reals if and only if it is true in the hyperreals, then since j<k 
~ j i= k is true in the reals, it is true in the hyperreals. 

The authors of Infinitesimal calculus su·ess that calculus 
proofs are easy in the hyperreals but hard in the reals This 
point I concede completely What I ask the authors of 
Infinitesimal calculus to explain is why this is the case 

Postscript 
Which of the three methods of teaching calculus- the old, 
intuitive, infinitesimal method, the epsilon-delta method, or 
the new infinitesimal method - is the best fm teaching 
calculus to beginners? In my opinion, the best method is the 
mathematically wrong method, i.e the traditional infinite
simal method The epsilon-delta method is no good fm 
beginners because not only is it technically, i.e. 
mathematically, very difficult, but beginning students rarely 
understand the inadequacies in the foundations of the cal
culus that make the technical difficulties necessary. The 
new infinitesimal method is no good because it is logically 
very sophisticated, and hence difficult - even though 
mathematically it is very easy - and again the beginning 
student usually does not understand why the sophistication 
is necessary The solution to this pedagogical problem, in 
my view, is to first teach calculus by the old infinitesimal 
method, then criticize the method in detail (something not 
done in any modem calculus book, regrettably including 
IrifimteSlmal calculus), and finally present an improved 
themy of the foundations of the calculus Whether the 
epsilon-delta method or the new infinitesimal method 
should be the improved version is an open question I in
cline towards the new infinitesimal method, especially since 
there is an excellent textbook, viz Jnfinite.simal calculus, to 
use in teaching it. Bertrand Russell complained that he was 
taught the old infinitesimal method instead of the epsilon
delta method, knowing that the old method was wrong I 
think he might not have complained if his teachers had been 
Lakatosians who could have taught him that the wrong 
method was wrong 
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